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If you are participating in a peaceful assembly as a journalists, rights defender, or activists, your
mobile phone is an invaluable asset. It allows you to communicate with allies, to document the
event, and bear witness to what is happening around you. At the same time, you should take certain
precautions in your mobile use and communications. The following Guide can help you to utilize
your mobile phone during peaceful assemblies effectively and, at the same time, better protect
yourself.

Assess Mobile Risks
In most public assemblies, you face risks from:




Loss and seizure of your mobile phone;
Disruptions to service from hardware or network failures;
Surveillance of your communications.

Each of these risks can be mitigated to some extent so long as you plan ahead, know your phone, and
the basics of how mobile communications works. Remember though that every situation is different
and that mobile phones are inherently insecure communication devices. We urge you to review this
Primer on Mobile Risks for more guidance in assessing your mobile risks.

Understand the Value of Information on your Mobile Phone
1. Videos and Photos
The photos and videos that you capture as a participant in a peaceful assembly are valuable
documentation. For example, suppose you encounter an incident on the street and are able to capture
footage of the event on your mobile. This evidence can be important to refute false information
about an assembly or can be used as proof that the incident occurred. The footage might also be
useful as proof of wrongdoing by someone (such as a police officer).
2. Your Private Information
Your mobile phone stores large amounts of private information. See the Primer on Mobile Risks for
more specifics about the data stored on your mobile. Your mobile may contain your contact list, text
messages, call logs, web browsing history, notes, and documents.
This kind of information could expose your work and your networks. It could easily be misused and
shouldn’t be made available to anyone without your knowledge. Always be aware of the content you
have on your mobile phone and use available security (such as a pin code, keypad autolock, phone
autolock, lock code… etc). We will be publishing specific Lockdown Guides for instructions about
using available security on your mobile device.

What To Do Before Joining a Peaceful Assembly
The following suggestions will help you maintain the stability of your communications and the
safety of your information:
1. Back Up Your Mobile Content
You could easily lose your phone in a demonstration (it could fall, be stolen, confiscated by a police
officer, snatched by someone). Back up all content off your mobile phone to a secure computer.
Be sure to include contacts, messages, logs, media, and any other content that you believe is
important. You can then format your phone, deleting all content and records. After the event, you
can safely restore the content from your back-up to your device.
2. Carry a Spare Mobile Battery
Although you might have a sense of how long a demonstration will take, it’s hard to guess how
things will develop. You might use your mobile for many tasks and the battery might die. Always
keep with you at least one extra battery and your charger, if possible. Practice how to change your
mobile batteries quickly.
3. Keep Important Information on a Piece of Paper
Write down a few important contacts on a small piece of paper and keep it with you because you
might lose your mobile phone and access to your mobile contact list in an emergency. For example,
write down contact information for your family, a lawyer, doctor, journalist and human rights
organization.
4. Recharge your Credit
If your service plan plan is prepaid, don’t forgot to charge your SIM card. You don’t know how
many phone calls you will make or how much data you will upload online.
5. Explore Network Strength
If possible, make a short visit to the location of the assembly and explore the spots where there is
high, medium and poor coverage. If you plan to have a WiFi device with you, also note the location
(and security!) of any open Wifi networks.
6. Cross-Post
If you are planning to send text updates via Facebook or Twitter, or planning to send pictures to
Flickr or Twitpic, connect your accounts to make sure your content will be spread and circulated
online in different communities once you post an update or picture or start a live-stream. If you are
concerned about the security of this approach, consider setting up a special set of accounts on social
websites prior to the assembly without your personal information.
7. Bookmark
Don’t forget to bookmark the links to social websites and online tools you are planning to use.
Remember to bookmark the mobile version of the social websites (for instance,
http://m.facebook.com, http://m.flickr.com, http://m.twitter.com... etc).

Know your Mobile Phone
1. Explore your Mobile Keypad


You can minimize the risk of being observed using your phone if you know how the letters
and numbers are distributed on your phone’s buttons. Many people can type “hi, how are
you” on the computer keyboard while chatting without looking to the keyboard. You also
need to know how to type a short text message (SMS) without looking to your mobile
keypad. If you become more familiar with your mobile keypad, you will be able to send a
message without looking at the keypad.



You can save time and effort by knowing shortcuts. Many phones have shortcuts to access
mobile applications, like a shortcut to activate the camera for instance. Know and practice
those shortcuts without looking at the phone so you can activate an application when
necessary.
If possible, set-up menu shortucs. In some mobiles, you just need to match the order of the
icons in your mobile menu with the order of numbers on your mobile keypad.

2. Explore your Mobile Camera
Know how to optimize your mobile camera to do what you want safely and effectively. Become
familiar with how your camera operates and how to control its options. You could get arrested if you
are taking a picture of a police officer beating someone, and the flash of your camera gets the
officer’s attention. The sound of the camera when you click capture might also draw attention to you
so pre-set functions to avoid getting noticed by others.

What To Do During a Peaceful Assembly
1. Assess Your Physical Risk and Police Presence
Your personal safety should always be a priority while taking pictures and videos in a peaceful
assembly or sending text messages and web updates. Understand how far you are from security and
anti-riot forces and how close to any police vans. Ideally, visit the assembly site prior to the event to
become familiar with the location and routes if violence occurs. You don’t have to panic. Just keep
your eyes open.
2. Assess Network Coverage and Internet Access
Before you decide to send updates through Twitter or live-stream with tools such as Bambuser,
check if you are in a position with enough coverage to support what you want to do online. Keep in
mind that the coverage could suddenly drop. Make sure you understand your livestream options and
set up accounts prior to the event. This guide might help you to use Bambuser and you will find here
other tools.

3. Choose Your Tactics
You can document a peaceful assembly in different forms (via text, video, and picture). You must
decide what you want to do based on the situation itself.


If things are calm you can take pictures and send text updates.



If violence is taking place you can turn on your camera and start video-recording events. If
you are lucky and there is Internet access you can live-stream what is happening. If you want
to inform your friends, lawyers, or anyone else about what is happening via text-message, try
to do it without looking to your keypad.

10 Useful Tips


Do not make too many phone calls when you are in a peaceful assembly. It’s better to pass
information via SMS. Using SMS enables you to circulate information one-to-many faster,
in less time and with less effort, and you won’t consume as much battery. Consider though
that you might face message delivery delays due to network issues (either incidental due to
network congestion or intentional by security services) and that your phone communication
may be under surveillance.



Keep the memory card in your phone (or camera) as empty as possible so that you can
store all pictures and videos you take while being in the demonstration or protest. If possible,
bring multiple memory cards to use when needed. Practice changing memory cards in your
mobile quickly and without looking and store full memory cards securely in a safe place in
case you are arrested.



Try to upload all pictures you have on your mobile online as soon as you have internet
access to avoid losing the content if you lose your mobile. (You can upload using
http://m.twitpic.com/upload or http://m.flickr.com/#/upload, for instance.)



Carry a spare SIM card if you can. In some instances, mobile network operators shut
down the numbers of known activists or specific individuals. If you believe that your number
may be targeted, and if you can afford to do so, carry an extra SIM card. If you notice that
your service is unavailable, try switching SIMs. Changing SIM cards does not mean that you
are anonymizing your phone use. Your mobile phone is still identifiable by a unique number
on the device itself and, of course, to any SIM card inserted.



Keep your mobile silent and turn the vibration on. No need to get the attention of people
surrounding you.



If you are not using the mobile, keep it in your pocket and out of sight.



Some mobiles provide a security level usually known as remote-lock. It enables you to lock
your mobile by sending SMS with particular keyword you previously set to your mobile if
you suddenly lost it. For example, if a police officer snatched your mobile and left, you can
simply send an SMS from any mobile with that particular keyword to lock your phone.



If you will be posting content online, write important links in an SMS and save it as a
draft. You can just copy-paste the links if your mobile supports this feature.



If you expect to send a particular message to someone, prepare it in your drafts. That
will save you time, and you can just click “send” when you want to send it. For example, you
can write down “arrested” followed by your name in a message and pick your recipients and
save it as a draft.



Consider mobile applications such as SaferMobile InTheClear application. InTheClear lets
you preset an emergency SMS to a set of contacts (Shout!) with a single menu click (Panic!).
InTheClear also allows you to unobtrusively erase your address book from your phone
(Wipe!), should it have been taken from you. You can learn more about IntheClear here and
sign up as a beta tester.
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